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LabConnect’s clinical trial lab kits  
save time and ensure sample integrity
Let’s face it. Lab Kits can be laborious. Assembling, labeling,  
and organizing multiple lab kits for multiple patients for multiple 
clinical trials can lead to collection errors, missed samples, and  
loss of data integrity.

No delays. Just grab and go. At LabConnect, we do all of the lifting by  
providing pre-assembled kits that come in the correct order, prelabeled, 
by visit. We can also deliver custom kits to sites on a fast-track basis 
to accelerate your overall project timeline. Whether your trial is 
traditional or the most complex, just tell us what you need, and we’ll 
quickly develop and produce lab kits to meet the unique specifications 
necessary to maintain your samples’ integrity.

Rated #1 for ease of use.  
When kits are easy to use it’s difficult  
to make errors:

⦿ Control of identifiers

⦿ Bespoke supplies for specific project needs

⦿  Prelabelled, separated, in sequence to save  
time and minimize errors

99.8%

OF OUR SPECIMEN 
COLLECTION KITS AND 

SUPPLIES ARE SENT  
ON TIME TO SITES
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Your kits. Your way. Our speed.  
Acceleration? Accuracy? Sample Integrity? Yes! Here’s how  
our tailored lab kits maintain your desired conditions without fail.

Real acceleration. Real results. A client reached out with an urgent 
request to help fast-track their study. They needed kits on site in  
8 weeks, or their study would be put at risk. LabConnect worked 
closely with them to set an aggressive timeline that required all parties 
to work in lockstep. Not only were we able to complete the setup in 
record time, but we also began delivering custom kits to sites in Week 
7. This accelerated the overall project timeline and helped the client 
successfully achieve their drug development milestones.

 
About Us: LabConnect delivers Central Laboratory Services and Functional Service 
Provider Solutions tailored to meet your critical clinical trial milestones. For 20+ years,  
we have helped organizations like yours handle the increasingly complex requirements  
of the drug development process without missing a beat.

Ready to accelerate your next trial?  

Visit labconnect.com/contact-us
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⦿  Clinical trial lab kits are custom-built to 
meet the unique needs of your protocol

⦿  Collection and shipping materials are 
included for each visit

⦿  Ambient, refrigerated, frozen (to 
-150ºC), and combination options 
available

⦿  Customized and pre-formatted air bills 
to minimize paperwork

⦿   Customized laboratory requisition 
forms to meet protocol and visit 
requirements

⦿   Customized and pre-labeled collection 
tubes to minimize error

⦿  Contents wrapped in order of use to 
save time

⦿  Customized manual provided for 
specimen collection and handling 
instructions

⦿  Resupply kits are processed with a 
10-business day turnaround time and 
supply-only orders can be processed  
in 5-business days. Expedited requests  
are also supported.
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